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himself said of another philosopher equally celebrated,
his rival in the art of writing, and like him, perhaps, more
iscful by the effect of his writings, than by the truths
which they contained : others /1(111 said the sane thing-.3,
but lie commanded them in the nane ofnature and they
obeyed him!
The style of Buffon does not always offer the same de

gree of perfection ; but is every part intended to be felt?
lie ha that correctness5 and that panty, without which,
when a language is once formed, it is impossible to attain
to a durable celebrity. If lie suffers himself sometimes to
be negligent, it is alws in those discussionswhich are

purely scientific, where the blemishes which lie may have
left, does not injure the beauties, but rather serve, per
haps, to render more charming the brilliant pictures which
follow, it was by long labour that he attained to give his

style that degree of perfection; and he continued to cor
rect it till lie had ctiäced all appearances of labour, and
had given himself facility ; for this quality, so precious
in a writer, is only the art of hiding his effirts, of pre
senting his thoughts, as if lie had conceived them at a

single impulse, in the most natural and striking order, and
cloathed in the most proper and happy expressions ; and
this art, which forms the greatest charm of style, is to be

acquired only by a long series of observations and minute
attentions.

Buffon loved to read his works to others riot from va

nity, but to be certain, from experience, of their clearness
and precision, two qualities, perhaps, of which an author
is the worst judge himself. With such intentions lie did
not select his auditors, but took them as chance offered,
which he thought resembled the most the public, whose
mode of thinking lie wished to anticipate by them: he did
not confine himself to receiving their advice, or rather
their eulogies; lie often asked them what idea they at
tached to a phrase, what impression they had received;
and if they had not seized his idea, if the e!ièct failed
which lie wished to produce, he concluded thatthis part
of his work wanted clearness or force, and lie wrote it
over again. This is an excellent method in philosophical
works, w.!iclI are intended to be popular; but few authors
would have the courage to empioy it. It iflt.Lst ijot, how
ever, be expected to meet ith an equtl degree of clear
ness in all the N atural History ; Buffiri wrote for the

learned, for the philoolier, ad for the public; and lie has

accordingly
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